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While visiting many greenhouses, I find hazards
which can be avoided if a little extra planning and
care are taken. During the summer when the rush
is over, look around your place of work and see where
it can be improved. After it is cleaned up, you will
be glad you did it. Look for:

Fans not protected inside and out with guards.
Wire connections not made in electrical boxes or

grounded properly.
Tools scattered about the greenhouse rusting away

and can't be found when needed.

Dangerous pesticides such as insecticides and fungi
cides left on benches or on the ground.

Flower pots, flats and other debris in walks or under
benches that can harbor pests.

Hoses lying in dirty, muddy walks.
Plumbing poorly installed, a hazard to hoof and head.
Automatic watering systems contaminated through

lack of care.

Fertilizer injectors not installed with a backflow
preventer.

Walks often very slippery. Use copper sulphate,
thiram or sand to control algae.

Fire extinquishers lacking.
Sick plants and trash under benches that could

perpetuate problems.
Broken glass.
Hanging and blowing plastic which is unsightly and

unneighborly.
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1/2 lb./A plus Treflan at 3/4 lb./A provided excellent
weed control without injury, but in 1972 Treflan at
1 1/2 lb./A injured the cormels that weighed 37 per
cent less than did the plots that were handweeded
every 10 days. In all varieties, the combinations of
Karmex plus Dacthal or Planavin produced yields of
corms that were greater than the weedy controls. In
the varieties Torchy and White Friendship, these
combinations produced yields that were greater than
or equal to the handweeded controls. Therefore,
weeds seriously compete with gladiolus cormels,
and herbicides properly applied offer great potential
savings in labor to produce a crop.

A second test during 1972 in corms of the variety
Torchy showed that the Karmex-Dacthal combination
also was effective on emerged seedling weeds. Seed
lings of annual broadleafed weeds were killed. Seed
lings of all annual grasses were not killed but the root
systems of surviving grasses were severely retarded
so that they were easily removed by a shallow culti
vation or scraping. Although the emerged gladiolus
plants from corms were not injured, it is not yet
known whether plants from cormels will tolerate a
postemergence spray of this combination.

The rates of herbicide application used by growers
of gladiolus must be altered somewhat to account for
soil texture and organic matter content. These experi
ments were conducted on a sandy loam soil of low
organic matter content. Soils of finer texture or
higher in organic matter content usually require
higher rates of herbicide for adequate weed control,
and coarser textured soils require lower rates to
prevent crop injury due to excessive leaching of
herbicides to root zones.


